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Abstract: This is a systematic review of the available literature and our own personal experience regarding the optimal management of the rhinoplasty patient. The routine utilization of nasal splinting, casting and perioperative antibiotics is supported. The management of a number of common early complications is also discussed. Meticulous technique based on sound structural principles and coupled with preoperative planning and attention to wound care will result in a favorable outcome in most individuals undergoing rhinoplasty.
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Meticulous attention to detail is an essential trait of the rhinoplasty surgeon. This detail-oriented approach should extend beyond the operating room to the proper evaluation and care of the rhinoplasty patient during the postoperative period. The purpose of this article is to update the reader on current concepts and trends in caring for the rhinoplasty patient during the postoperative period.

Record Keeping

The rhinoplasty surgeon’s account of his operative maneuvers is an important part of the postoperative care. A detailed operative report should include the type, location, and size of the grafts utilized. It should also delineate the amount of reduction or augmentation and should include the intraoperative findings. A graphic representation of the key intraoperative maneuvers is also invaluable (Fig. 1). Whether the surgeon utilizes his own schematic representation or a commercial software program, drawings provide an effective means of depicting the operation. Together, the operative report and graphic record provide critical information in the postoperative period, particularly in regards to complications and deformities, should they arise. In the event that the patient requires revision or secondary rhinoplasty, accurate records will guide the surgeon in future surgery.

Immediate Postoperative Care

Splinting and packing. Many methods of external nasal splinting following rhinoplasty have been described – aluminum, plaster, and dental compound.1,2 The type of splint utilized is often that of the surgeon’s personal preference, but the ultimate goal is the same regardless of the technique – consistently preserve the operative results by redraping the soft tissue envelope at the conclusion of the rhinoplasty and securely bolstering the nasal framework.

The nasal dorsum should be taped from the nasion to the supratip to help control edema and protect the nasal skin from the splint in the immediate postoperative period (Fig. 2). The external nasal splint should be placed below the radix and extend to the supratip. The surgeon should avoid lateral squeezing of the splint, as this may actually lift the soft tissue envelope and create a dead space at the supratip as the splint recoils. The splint and tape should be removed at the first postoperative visit. If there continues to be significant edema, the nose can be re-taped for an additional week.

Septal splinting and intranasal packing. There has been much debate over the last several decades as to the need and optimal method of internal septal splinting. While most surgeons do not routinely pack the nose, Guyuron3 found that

Key Points

- It is necessary to redrape the nasal soft tissue envelope following rhinoplasty to avoid unfavorable outcomes.
- Splinting, casting and postoperative taping may assist in this process.
- The use of perioperative antibiotics is indicated as is nasal hygiene maintenance with saline irrigations.
- Perioperative steroids help with nausea and facial edema but have a yet undetermined, and likely minor, effect on nasal edema.
that septal splints provided patients with similar improvements in nasal airway obstruction as those treated with packing.\textsuperscript{4} Conversely, several studies have demonstrated that paired silicon splints may not prevent adhesions and can add to postoperative discomfort.\textsuperscript{5,6}

Nevertheless, intranasal splints are routinely used to help maintain septal stability and prevent intranasal adhesions following septorhinoplasty. The general consensus is that when placed bilaterally, these splints help stabilize the septum as the mucoperichondrium re-adheres and prevent the formation of septal hematomas.

Alternatively, a septal stitch can be placed in lieu of packing or splints. Typically, a plain gut suture is passed to and fro across the septum to reapproximate the mucoperichondrial flaps.\textsuperscript{7} Suturing of the flaps can aid in the prevention of septal hematoma formation by obliterating the potential dead space.\textsuperscript{8}

The benefits of packing, splinting, and taping are not without adverse reactions or complications. Contact dermatitis has been reported in a secondary rhinoplasty patient that had nasal taping with skin tape.\textsuperscript{9} The treatment of contact dermatitis includes removing the offending agent and applying topical and potentially systemic steroids. A more serious complication of nasal taping is skin necrosis, which can be prevented by not taping the dorsum too tightly.

Toxic shock syndrome (TSS), an acute multisystem disease, has been described following nasal surgery with the use of both nasal packing and intranasal splints.\textsuperscript{10,11} TSS is usually caused by the release of an exotoxin, TSS toxin-1, created by \textit{Staphylococcus aureus}. Symptoms occur early and include nausea, vomiting, rash, fever, and hypotension. Treatment requires immediate removal of the offending object, intensive care unit admission, and supportive care.

Postrhinoplasty nasal cysts are a rare complication of rhinoplasty. Lipogranulomas or “paraffinomas” are foreign body inclusion cysts that are thought to arise from the use of petroleum-based ointments in conjunction with nasal packing.\textsuperscript{12} The nasal dorsum is the most common site and is thought to arise from ointment extravasation from the osteotomy sites.\textsuperscript{13} Lipogranulomas are treated by complete excision, usually in the setting of a secondary rhinoplasty via an open approach, to allow for adequate exposure. Meticulous closure of intranasal incisions and judicious use of nonpetroleum-based antibiotic creams should be used to help decrease the chance of lipogranuloma formation.

**Medications**

The rhinoplasty surgeon is often confronted with numerous therapeutic considerations when prescribing medications during the postoperative period, as well as when instructing their patients on resuming scheduled nasal medications. Thus,
the surgeon should be well versed in the available pharmacologic armamentarium and the impact of these medications on patient care.

**Steroids.** Corticosteroids are potent anti-inflammatory agents that are frequently administered in the perioperative period in a variety of plastic surgery procedures. There is conflicting data on the efficacy of routine systemic corticosteroid administration in rhinoplasty. Kara and Gokalan conducted a double-blind, randomized controlled trial with placebo control to evaluate the effects of single-dose dexamethasone use on eyelid edema, ecchymosis, and intraoperative bleeding with rhinoplasty. He determined that single-dose dexamethasone has a significant effect in decreasing upper and lower eyelid edema and upper eyelid ecchymosis for the first two days, but there was no alteration in the intraoperative blood loss or shortening of the recovery period. Similarly, several other authors also found that a single 10 mg perioperative dose of dexamethasone was beneficial in decreasing periocular edema and ecchymosis in the early postoperative period. 

Other studies have looked at additional steroid use beyond the perioperative period. Hoffman et al conducted a randomized, double-blind study of intraoperative intravenous dexamethasone plus a five day postoperative course of oral prednisone following rhinoplasty. They found significantly less postoperative eyelid and paranasal edema during the first four days after surgery in those patients receiving steroids. Kargi et al found that three doses of 8 mg dexamethasone (administered intraoperatively and at 24 hours and 48 hours postoperatively) were more effective in decreasing facial edema and ecchymosis during the first 5 to 7 days.

While steroids may decrease early facial edema, their effects on nasal edema appear to be less efficacious. Berinstein et al failed to show an improvement in postoperative nasal edema using magnetic resonance imaging in patients having undergone rhinoplasty with osteotomies who received a 10 mg preoperative dose of dexamethasone. Thus, debate continues concerning the long-term benefit of routinely administering intraoperative or postoperative corticosteroids in patients undergoing rhinoplasty, as the benefits subside after the first week.

**Antibiotics.** Perioperative antibiotic administration is another area of debate. Randomized, controlled trials have shown that prophylactic antibiotics are effective in preventing certain surgical wound infections. In their review of over 2000 various ‘clean’ and ‘clean-contaminated’ surgical procedures, Classen et al found that perioperative administration of antibiotics within two hours of the surgery start time was associated with the lowest risk of surgical wound infections. Their use in nasal surgery, however, remains a point of controversy.

Topical and systemic antibiotics are frequently used in rhinoplasty. Topical antibiotic ointment has been shown to significantly decrease the growth of potentially infectious nasal flora and of *S. aureus* in patients with nasal packing. In a survey of plastic surgeons, Perrotti et al found that 72% of respondents used antibiotics during or after rhinoplasty, and there has been a 200% increase in the use of perioperative antibiotics in rhinoplasty between 1985 and 2000. Despite their widespread use and apparent efficacy, no clear guidelines exist in the literature regarding antibiotic use in aesthetic surgery. Frequently cited rationales for antibiotic prophylaxis in rhinoplasty are the fear of TSS with the use of intranasal splints, the clean-contaminated nature of the surgical wound, and the use of grafts.

**Nasal saline.** Topical nasal saline has been used as an adjunct in the treatment of multiple rhinologic disorders, as well as in the postoperative care of patients undergoing nasal and paranasal sinus surgery. Anecdotal evidence supports the efficacy of nasal saline. Although there is a paucity of scientific studies addressing the use of nasal saline, Tomooka et al reported a statistically significant improvement in nasal symptoms in patients who used nasal saline irrigation. In support of this finding, Shone et al demonstrated a persistent decreased mucociliary clearance three weeks following septoplasty. Thus, nasal saline may be a useful adjunct in relieving postoperative stasis of secretions, crustings, and patient discomfort.

**Managing Suboptimal Results and Deformities**

**The pollybeak deformity.** Supratip fullness, commonly referred to as a “pollybeak deformity,” is a common postoperative complication of rhinoplasty in which the nasal supratip has a convex shape in relation to the nasal dorsum. The pollybeak most often results from either inadequate resection of the caudal dorsal septum and upper lateral cartilages or from over resection of these supratip structures with subsequent scar tissue formation in the resulting dead space.

**Supratip taping.** Taping the supratip region to recreate the supratip break and obliterate the dead space is a conservative means of treating the mild pollybeak deformity in the immediate postoperative period. Gunter advocates applying compressive tape to the supratip area (Figs. 3 and 4) nightly, until the desired supratip break created by the tape is permanent.

For the moderate-to-severe pollybeak deformity, subcutaneous injection of triamcinolone has been proven to alleviate the deformity in some patients. Hanasono et al recommend initial subcutaneous injection of triamcinolone 1 to 2 weeks after surgery. Similarly, Guyuron et al advocate the judicious injection of 0.2 to 0.4 cc of 20 mg/cc of triamcinolone in the deep subcutaneous tissue if taping fails after 6 to 8 weeks. The injection is repeated at four-week intervals until the desired result is obtained.

**Revision surgery.** If a supratip deformity arises secondarily to an inadequate dorsal resection, additional dorsal septal reduction can be accomplished in the setting of a revision surgery. Conversely, the supratip deformity caused by an
over resected dorsum may require grafting of the caudal dorsum in the setting of a revision or secondary rhinoplasty.

Deviation. Postoperative nasal deviation is a frustrating problem for both the rhinoplasty surgeon and the patient. If managed early, correction may preclude a second surgery. The nose may appear deviated secondary to shifting of the nasal bones following osteotomies, or from scar tissue contracture causing the mid-vault or tip to deviate. If recognized early in the postoperative period (one week), the nasal bones can be manipulated under local anesthetic. Conversely, the patient can be instructed on nasal massage techniques to help “train” the nose to heal in a less deviated fashion.

Localized soft tissue swelling may masquerade as a postoperative deviation, and in this case, steroid injections may alleviate a pseudodeviation.

Skin changes. Telangiectasias are small superficial vessels of the skin visible to the human eye and usually measure 0.1 to 1.0 mm in diameter. While telangiectasias of the nose have been reported to result from rhinoplasty, their incidence following surgery is unknown. Rees believes that the majority of facial telangiectasias in patients who have undergone cosmetic procedures were present preoperatively and were only exacerbated by surgery. Other causes of nasal telangiectasias include significant dorsal augmentation in patients with contracted soft tissue envelopes or following alloplastic augmentation. Whether new or exacerbated, telangiectasias of the nasal skin following rhinoplasty are a frustrating problem for both the patient and the surgeon. Lasers have proven to be an effective means of treatment, but they are not without their drawbacks. The argon laser carries

Fig. 4 Effectiveness of supratip definition by simple taping. A, preoperative appearance. B, immediate postoperative appearance demonstrating a lack of an adequate supratip break and C, postoperative result at 6 months following supratip taping and demonstrating evidence of an adequate supratip break.
a risk of scarring and a relatively high risk of posttreatment pigmentary changes, while the pulsed dye laser (585 and 577 nm) has been shown to be a safe and highly effective means of combating telangiectasias. It has a short pulse duration (0.45 ms) that reduces the risk of severe, long-term adverse effects. However, the pulsed dye laser often leads to vessel disruption and visible purpura that may last for weeks, while the high cost and decreased availability of this laser limits its use.

Conclusion
Early postoperative evaluation serves to alert surgeons to potential complications and allows early intervention to improve suboptimal results.
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